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OUBLESHOOTING

Making Connections

ometimes it is easy to ignore the

fittings and tubing that are used

to connect various parts ofthe

liquid chromatography (LC) system.

After all, itt the pump, injector, column,

and detector that do all the work -

right? \X/e11, yes and no. It is possible to

compromise an otherwise excellent sepa-

rar ion  by  the  improper  u :e  o f  f i r r ings .

but with reasonable care, you should not

have problems with most applications.

This month's installment of "l,C Tiou-

bleshooting" takes a look at the impor-

tant components that are used to con-

nect various parts ofthe LC system and

how to use them wisely.

Compression Fit t ings

The compression fitting forms the basis

ofthe system connecting LC system

modules. These fittings are quite simple

in design, as shown in Figure 1, which

depicts a tube fitting and a union. The

tube end comprises a nut, ferrule, and

the tube itsell The tapered ferrule slips

onto  the  tub ing  and,  when r ighrened

aga ins t  the  march ing  rapcr  in  rhe  f i r r ing

body, forms a leak-free seal. \fhen stain-

less steel components are used, the fer-

rule is crimped, or "swaged" onto the

tubing so that it no longer slips freely on

the tubing. The locatior.r of the ferrule on

the tubing is dictated by the depth of rhe

fitting port in the mating fitting body.

The fitting body can be a unron, as

shown in Figure l, that connects rwo

pieces of tubing, or it can be a check

valve, column end, or any other system

comPonent that requires connectron to a

piece of tubing. \When assen'rbled prop-

erly, as in Figure lc, a union provides no

appreciable disruption of the flow path,

so it should not cause any degradation of

the chromatogram. Such connectlons arc

i$rjiilir.::r l

called "zero-volume" or "zero-dead-vol-

ume" connections. This is what we strive

for when making connections bewveen

the various parts of our LC systems.

Connection Problems

Two rypes of problems are of special con-

cern when a tube connection is made.

Both of these relate to the setback of the

ferrule ("X" in Figure 2) from the end of

the tubing. This distance is dictated by

the depth of the fitting port in which the

tube end is originally assembled. If the

original port is deep, the setback will be

large, and when reassembled in a shal-

lower fitting port, the tube end will bot-

tom out in the fitting port before the fer-

rule contacts the mating seat. This can

result in a leaky connection. Ifa connec-

tion leaks, most of us tend to tighten the

fitting nut a little more to see if we can

stop the leak. Although the ferrule is

swaged onto the tubing, it is not welded

in place, so tightening the nut usually

will push the ferruie down the tube until

it seats properly. L-r such cases, the prob-

lem is solved and the fitting should func-

tion properly. However, if the original

fitting was overtightened, the ferruie can

be swaged so tightly that it does not

movc ,  and the  leak  w i l l  pers is t .

The other type of common problem

occurs if the tube end was originally

assembled in a fitting with a shallow

port, resulting in a small setback for the

ferrule. (This also can occur as described

pleviously ifa large setback ferrule is

pushed toward the er.rd of the tube.)

When this tube end is assembled in a

deeper fitting port, the ferrule appears to

seat properly, so no leak will be observed,

but a small gap will be ieft at the end of

the tube. T'his gap can cause additional

mixing, disturb the flow path, and add
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(a) Nut (b)

Figure 1: Compression f i t t ing assembly: (a) the tube end showing nut and ferrule, (b) the f i t t ing body, and (c) a properly assembled union
(nuts not shown).

dead volume to the system. \fith LC

separations on modern columns, peals

passing through such connections can

become broadened or distorted. This

rype of problem is of more concern than

a lealry fitting because there often is no

visual problem when the fitting is first

assembled.

There is a potential for problems due
to differences in ferrule setback whenever

a tube end is moved from one connecr-

ing point to another. Different manufac-
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turers may use different port depths in

their unions, column endfittings, check

valves, or other system components.

Extracolumn Band Broadening

The influence of poorly assembled tube

fittings shows up as peaks that are

broader than expected. This is referred to

as extracolumn band broadening. The

peak width that is observed in a chro-

matogram Vo can be expressed as the

sum ofthe viriances ofits contributine

Parts:

v r -  V ?  + v l + v i + v i  + l , j ) 0 5  I 1 l

where the subscripts represent the vol-

ume contribution to the total peak by

the column, fittings, tubing, injector, and

detector. All of these, except the column,

are fixed for a given instrument setup

and together are referred to as extracol-

umn contributions (12..). The contribu-

tion to the peak width by the column,

on the other hand, varies for a given sep-

aration. Under isocratic conditions, the

longer the peak is retained, the broader it

is, so its volume (time X flow rate)

increases. In addition to varying width

with retention time, narrower peaks are

generated by smaller-particle (3 pm ver-

sus 5 pm), shorter (50 mm versus 150

mm), and narrower internal diameter
(2.1 mm versus 4.6 mm) columns. It can

be seen that a fixed value of I/.. will have

a larger relative contribution to a narrow

peak (smali 7.) than a larger peak (larger

%). Mort of us use 150 mm X 4.6 mm

columns packed with 5-pm particles,

and with reasonable care in the use of fit-

t ings and tubing we wil l  rarely, i f  ever,

notice a problem created by a poorly

assembled fitting. However, as changes in

the LC technology push some of us to

use cotumns r:- ;'" r::t :#;:
volume peaks (for example, 50 mm

X 1.0 mm columns packed with (2-

pm particles), problems due to the extra-

column contributions of tubing and fit-

tings will begin to take on new

importance.

Enter the Fingert ight Fit t ing

For most applications, the problems

described previously, originating from

poorly assembled fittings, should be his-

tory. This is because of the introduction

ofthe Fingertight fitting by Paul

Upchurch (Upchurch Scientific, Oak

Harbor,'W'ashington) in the 1980s. This

is one of those 'why didnt I invent this"

ideas thar wasn t as impressive in i ts inno-

vation in design as in its practical impact

on the day-to-day life ofpracticing chro-

matographers. Originally offered as a sin-

gle-piece Kel-F fitting that combined the

nut and ferrule, today's fingertightened

fittings (now offered by many suppliers)

comprise a nut and ferrule, as in Figure

1, but made of PEEK (poly-ether-ether-

ketone) instead ofstainless steel. The

beaury ofthis design is that it can be

assembled in one fitting body and then

moved to another. When tightened, the

ferrule grips the tubing to form a leak-

free junction (for example, up to 4000

psi or more), but when loosened, the fer-

rule slips freely to allow adjustment for

assembly in a different fitting body. The

(a) 
%*yryn,,

N

Figure 2: Compression f i t t ing problems: (a) X shows setback of ferrule from tube end, (b) leaks created by ferrule with excessive setback, and
(c) dead volume result ing from insuff icient ferrule setback.
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abil i ry to t ighten the f i t t ings with f inger

pressure rather than a wrench adds con-

venience and eliminates broken parts due

to overtightening.

I recommend strongly the use of fin-

geftightened fittings in nearly every LC

application. If I want to make a connec-

tion once and never change it, such as

inside an autosampler. or From a pump

outlet to a mixer, I prefer stainless steel,

because it will not slip, even if the system

is overpressured. For applicarions ar very

high pressures (>>6000 psi; >>400

bar), stainless steel probably will be

required, because most plastic fittings

will leak. However, most of the routine

LC applications will work just as well

with fingertightened as with stainless

steel fittings.

If a fingertightened fitting leaks, dont
just tighten it up and hope for the best.

Shut off the pump, loosen the fitting,

reseat the tube end firmly in the fitting

port, and then retighten the nut before

turning the flow back on. The reason for

these extra steps is that with pressure in

the system, tightening the nut can reduce

the friction between the ferrule and the

tube end so that the tube end can be

pushed out of the connection. It may not

be pushed completely out, but may move

enough to leave a gap in the fitting that

can cause extracolumn band broadening.

What About Tubing?

\(e have seen the importance of properly

assembling tube fittings; let's look next at

the choices in tubing. Table I lists some

of internal diameters of tubing available

for LC use. An outside diameter of 1116

in. is most common in the US - else-

where, metric sizes are more popular.

The internal volume for various internal

diameters is estimated in Thble I also.

The larger sizes of tubing (>0.020-in.

i.d.) are used mostly for injection loops

because it is possible to get a significant

volume in a short piece of tubing. Just
the opposite is required for tubing used

to transport the sampler - ths v6lurns

should be minimized to minimize the

contribution of I/, to band broadening in

equation 1. Historical ly, 0.010-in. i .d.

tubing was used, but with 5-pm particle

columns, 0.007-in. i.d. tubing is favored.

This is a good compromise between

',:,; 
r.":,' :t::: ;:il::: ""

The smaller, 0.005-in. i.d. tubing gives

still smaller internal volumes, but extra

care should be taken to avoid blockage.

If you use this tubing, I strongiy recom-

mend the use of a 0.5-pm porosiry in-

line filterjust downstream from the

autosampler to help minimize blockage

problems.

As with fittings problems, problems

due to excess tubing volume seldom will

be noticed in most routine applications

of 150 mm X 4.6 mm,5-pm part icle

columns. Extra care should be taken

when using columns that generate

smaller peak volumes.

Tubing Composit ion

Stainless steel tubing has served well

from the beginnings of LC in the 1 960s

until the present. Just as many workers

have moved to fingertightened fittings

from stainless steel ones, PEEK tubing

has supplanted stainless steel in many

app l icar ions .  PEEK rub ing  is  inexpens ive

and easy to use. It can be cut with a

sharp blade and is sufficiently flexible to

route easily from one component to



another. Most manufacturers color their

PEEK tubing, so one can easily deter-

mine the internal diameter from the

color. PEEK tubing pressure limits are

lower than stainless steel, so it generally

is used for applications at <4000 psi
(<300 bar).

One caution that should be taken with
PEEK tubing is its solvent compatibility.

PEEK is not suitable for use with

tetrahydrofuran or the chlorinated sol-

vents. (There are a few other less com-

mon solvents that cannot be used -

check the manufacturer's literature for a

listing.) These solvents tend to make

PEEK brittle, and with extended use, rhe

tubing can snap when it is bumped. In

the early days ofPEEK tubing, our labo-

ratory did extensive testing to see ifwe

could find any probiems with UV inter-

ferences leaching from the tubing with

acetonitriie, methanol, or tetrahydrofu-
ran. \(/e did not see any problems with

tIV'detection and PEEK, and I have not

heard of any complaints ir-r this area, so

the main risk of using tetrahydrofuran is

a broken tube. However, tetrahydrofuran

does leach something from the tubing

that can cause a large increase in back-

ground interferences with mass spectro-
metric (MS) detection, so I strongly rec-

ommend obeying the solvent

compatibility recommendations for

PEEK when using LC-MS. Conven-

tional acetonitrile and methanol mobile

phases for LC-MS work well with

PEEK.

How Much?

Charts are available that describe how

much rubing is al lowed For a cerrain

amount of loss of resolution (for exam-

ple, see reference 1), but I find these of
limited use for practical applications. My

advice is to keep the tubing that contacts

the sample to a minimum length. If you

are using a 150 mm X 4.6 mm column

with 3- or 5-pm particles and uV detec-

tion, and can keep the total amount of

tubing berween the injector and detector
to (50 cm, you wil l  f ind 0.007-in. i .d.

tubing satisfactory. Ifyou are using a col-

umn that generates smaller peak volumes

or you need more tubing, 0.005-in. i .d.

tubing is a better choice. For example,

with LC-MS applications, because of

instrument layout, it is difficLrlt to make

all the connections with less than about

g ra phyonl i  ne.com

1 m of tubing, so 0.005-in. i .d. tubing is
a must. If you want to get the maximum

performance out of your column for any

application, use 0.005-in. i.d. tubing and

arrange the LC components so the col-

umn inlet is close to the autosampler and

the outlet is close to the detector. Once
again, though, most of our applications

don't demand maximum plate numbers

from the column, and as long as we're

not overly sloppy with extralong pieces

of large diameter tubing, most of us will
never encounter problems due to excess
tubing.

The Bottom Line

Ti,rbing and fittings used for LC applica-

tions often are overlooked as a problem

area. This is justified for most conven-

tional applications. However, as the tech-

nology pushes us to conditions that gen-
erate narrower peaks, we should take a
little extra care to avoid extracolumn

band broadening due to improper use of
tubing and fittings. Thke care to ensure
that the tube ends are seated firmly in

the fittings before tightening the nut.

Use PEEK fittings and tubing for con-

venience. Stick with 0.007- and 0.005-
in. i.d. tubing, and keep the lengths at a

convenient minimum. Follow these sim-

ple guidelines and you wont have to

worry about tubing and fitting problems.
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For an ongoing discussion of LC trouble-
shooting with John Dolan and other chro-
matographers, visit the Chromatography
Forum discussion group at http:llwww.
chromforum.com.


